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Curated by Galerie Galerie 
and presented from May 
13 to June 20, 2021 at www.
g a l e r i e g a l e r i e w e b . c o m , 
Parfum liquide celebrates the 
practice of digital painting. 
The online exhibition features 
works by Raúl Aguilar 
Canela (Mexico City), 
Manuel Bisson (Tiohtià:ke/
Montreal), Erzulie 
(Tiohtià:ke/Montreal), Sara 
Ludy (Chicago) and Antoine 
Thériault (Tiohtià:ke/
Montreal), accompanied by 
Juste Japon, an original sound 
creation designed by feu 
doux (Stéphane Lafleur 
& Christophe Lamarche, 
Tiohtià:ke/Montreal).

In the manner of an organic 
cartography, Parfum liquide 
seduces the visitor into an 
enigmatic universe. The 
exhibition becomes a sensory 
place, in which the fluid 
materiality of the paintings 
releases a dreamlike and 

intimate fragrance. The 
sensitivity of the artists which 
triumphs here emphasizes 
the interconnection of each 
one’s hybrid experiences, 
where physicality and 
virtuality overlap, juxtapose, 
in order to draw new fantastic 
environments. 

Thus, through immersion, 
Parfum liquide invites to 
the discovery. Combining 
textures, movements, 
compositions, naive rendering 
and total abstraction: the 
works put in dialogue allow 
for a free and subjective 
understanding. On the way, 
characters sometimes banal, 
others curious, slip in and give 
the tone to a most mythical 
ensemble.

Galerie Galerie warmly thanks the Conseil des 
arts de Montréal for its precious support in the 
realization of this online exhibition, as well as 
all its patreons for their tremendous support.

original music ~ feu doux (Stéphane 
Lafleur & Christophe Lamarche) 

May 13 to June 20,2021

http://www.galeriegalerieweb.com
http://www.galeriegalerieweb.com
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Digital painting appeared 
during the 1990s. It is 
considered a medium 
where traditional 
painting techniques, 
such as watercolor, 
oils and impasto, are 
applied with the help of 
technological tools such 
as graphic tablets and 
various image processing 
softwares. Sometimes 
misunderstood, digital 
painting is often referred 
to as «fanart» or associated 
with graphic design, in 
addition to being perceived 
as less noble or less valid 
than classical painting. 
However, there are unique 
processes and contexts to 

digital painting that make 
it both distinct from 
its classical counterpart 
and unique from other 
media art disciplines. 
These include its non-
linear possibilities, which 
allow for the addition 
of independent pictorial 
layers, and which also 
liberate the artist from 
the gestures because of 
the infinite possibilities 
of stroke cancellation 
and modification. Digital 
painting is also based 
on an intuitive, evolving 
and flexible approach, 
due to the continuous 
technological changes 
that influence it.



Raúl Aguilar Canela
México 

Raúl Aguilar is a Mexican-born artist living in Richmond, USA, where he is currently 
completing an MFA at Virginia Commonwealth University. In his work, Raúl uses painting as 
a way to undermine concepts to better deal with the present. Notions such as employability, 
teenage anger and public heartbreak are examples of the type of conceptual tools he is trying 
to generate. Raúl has participated in exhibitions and residencies in Canada, Mexico and the 
United States, including the Bienal de Pintura Rufino Tamayo in Mexico and the Banff Artist 
in Residency in Alberta. 

. 

Raúl’s paintings present everyday scenes in epic and flamboyant environments. While the vivid 
color strokes recreate surreal visions, hidden within the pure tones is an intimate narrative. Thus 
concealed, the miniature photographs break through the painting and offer a second reading. «I find 
painting and screen almost synonymous. Both paintings and screens are also skins that we build and 
to which we make holes. They’re good at making things public; bringing the inside - guts, feeling, 
thought, insecurities, pathologies - to the outside.»

Angel, truck driver, and kid in formation (2021)
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 True voyeur and two-person job (2021)
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Green, dog walk, and silky vibes (2021)
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Manuel Bisson
Tiohtià:ke/Montreal

Manuel Bisson lives and works in Tiohtià:ke/Montreal (Canada). His artistic approach 
is mainly based on two disciplines: performance and painting. In 2011, he completed 
his bachelor’s degree in visual and media arts at the Université du Québec à Montréal. 
However, his multidisciplinary artistic practice ranges over 15 years. His performative 
works have been presented in festivals and galleries in Canada, notably at the 
PAPIER14-15-16 contemporary art fairs, as well as abroad, such as at Galerie Le Logge 
and L’Arte studio Ginestrelle in Italy in 2011.

For Manuel, the environment, nature and the animal world remain at the heart of his concerns. Each 
painting acts as a mysterious landscape. Airbrush renderings, dark colors, patterns, blurs, vibration, 
and layers of multiple perceptions blend to migrate the image into new realities of interpretation. 
In doing so, the compositions invite the audience to enter a spatial alchemy at the edge of science 
fiction, occultism and a magical-poetic formalism.

Le refuge du pantomime (2020)
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Sady Saltimbanco (2020)
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An evening with a gamer (2021)
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Game changer (2021)
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Erzulie
Tiohtià:ke/Montreal

Erzulie is a French-Canadian and Haitian artist who lives and works in Tiohtià:ke/
Montreal (Canada).  Erzulie is interested in the gaze of foreigners, especially as it 
accumulates in the database of our collective imagination. Her work tracks the influence 
of the image economy on the Black diaspora in a society that associates identity with 
products and popular culture. Creating satirical images from entertainment culture, 
her work reclaims the preconceived notions disseminated by both mass media and 
word-of-mouth between different ethnic groups.

Through her digital paintings, Erzulie employs a faux naive style in a critical representation of 
popular subjects and consumerist culture. Using pastel colors and dynamic strokes, Erzulie creates 
compositions with a raw and candid look that ironizes the notion of the outsider within Western 
social thought. In her paintings presented here, black bodies are staged in common settings, 
exacerbating the stereotypical discourse forced upon them. 



Arnacoeur (2021)
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FinallyHome (2021)
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Sara Ludy
New-Mexico

Sara Ludy is an American artist based in New-Mexico (USA). She works in a wide 
range of media, including video, sound, animation, virtual reality, augmented reality, 
websites, audio-visual performance, sculpture, painting, photography and installation. 
Her work has been exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, the 
Vancouver Art Gallery, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Berkeley Art 
Museum, bitforms gallery (which represents her), and the Künstlerhaus Bethanien.

Sara is interested in the nature of immateriality and consciousness; dreams, visions, virtuality, 
and how they transcend space and time in their infinite mutability. Through her interdisciplinary 
works, hybrid forms emerge from the confluence of nature, architecture, abstraction, and the 
unconscious. In Untitled 2 (2019), 3 (2019-2020), 4 (2020), 5 (2020), digital material is explored 
in ways that construct liminal spaces. These paintings thus draw closer to sculpture, while 
the different shapes and colors superimposed recall earthly yet elusive architectures. From 
there, otherwise invisible scenes emerge, similar to grandiose universes of macro-organisms. 



Untitled 2 (2019)
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Untitled 3 (2019-2020)
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Untitled 4 (2020)
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Antoine Thériault
Tiohtià:ke/Montreal

Originally from L’Islet (Quebec), Antoine Thériault studied multimedia integration at Cégep 
de Sainte-Foy, and then pursued a bachelor’s degree in studio arts at Concordia University. 
Graduated in 2017, he now works and lives in Tiohtià:ke/Montreal (Canada). His practice 
revolves mainly around painting, and the exploration of its integration/extension/reciprocity 
with digital instruments. Interested in the environments and internal logic of video games 
and illustrative worlds, Antoine works on mixing the essence of these universes with an 
intuitive approach to creation, notably by integrating them into malleable interfaces.

Antoine’s paintings, both physical and digital, are in constant dialogue. A rhetorical and aesthetic 
cohabitation naturally operates between these two practices. Silhouettes and symbols borrowed 
from fantasy worlds, from DeviantArt, and from his own imagination compose the dark paintings 
presented here. In the way one remembers a dream, his paintings offer complex, mysterious narratives 
that do not obey a determined structure. 

Plage (2021)
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Puit (2021)
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Sans titre (2021)
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Livraison nocturne (2021)
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